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�� Introduction

The purpose of the present paper is twofold� First we relate the
Casson invariant to the signature defect of Hirzebruch� which is a �ne
invariant de�ned for framed manifolds� Secondly we introduce the no�
tion of the secondary characteristic classes of surface bundles� This
consists of a series of cohomology classes of a certain subgroup of the
mapping class group of orientable surfaces� The de�nition is given by
�rst examining the above relation between the Casson invariant and the
signature defect precisely and then generalizing it to higher dimensional
context�

The Casson invariant is an integer valued invariant de�ned for ori�
ented homology ��spheres� Roughly speaking it counts the number �with
signs� of conjugacy classes of irreducible representations of the funda�
mental group of an oriented homology ��sphere into the Lie group SU����
In the cases where the homology ��spheres are given as the results of
performing ��n Dehn surgeries along knots in the ��dimensional sphere
S�� there is a formula which expresses their Casson invariants in terms
of a classical invariant of knots� namely the Alexander polynomial�

In our previous papers 	��
� 	��
� we investigated how the Casson in�
variant is related to the structure of the mapping class group of oriented
surfaces through the correspondence between elements of the mapping
class group and ��manifolds via the Heegaard splittings� Here we brie�y
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recall our results� Let Mg be the mapping class group of an oriented
closed surface of genus g� which we denote by �g� and let Kg be the
subgroup of Mg generated by all the Dehn twists along separating sim�
ple closed curves on �g� Let us �x a Heegaard splitting of S� of genus
g� Namely we express S�  Hg ��g �Hg where Hg denotes the handle�
body of genus g� and �g � Mg is a certain element so that if we glue
Hg with �Hg along their boundaries by the map �g� then we obtain S��
Thus to each element � � Kg� we can associate an oriented homology
��sphere W� which is the one obtained by �rst cutting S� along the
�xed Heegaard surface �g and then reglueing the resulting two pieces
by the map �� Namely we have W�  Hg ��g� �Hg� It can be shown
that any homology ��sphere can be obtained in this way� for some g and
� � Kg �see 	��
�� Then we can de�ne a mapping

�� � Kg �� Z

by setting �����  ��W���� � Kg� where ��W�� is the Casson invariant
of the homology sphere W�� In such a situation� the main results of 	��

can be summarized as follows� Let Mg�� be the mapping class group of
�g relative to an embedded disc D� � �g� and let Kg�� be the subgroup
ofMg�� generated by all the Dehn twists along separating simple closed
curves on �gnD�� Then we can de�ne two homomorphisms d � Kg�� � Z

and q � Kg�� � Q such that the equality

����� 
�

��
d�e�� � q�e��

holds for all � � Kg where e� � Kg�� is any lift of �� In other words�
the Casson invariant �� can be described as the sum of two invariants
d and q which are de�ned for elements of Kg��� The latter invariant q
is rather easy to compute and it should measure certain higher order
Massey products of the mapping torus M�  �g � I� �� where we
identify �p� �� with ���p�� �� �p � �g� and M� homologically the same
as �g � S�� On the contrary� d is a much deeper invariant than q� and
in fact it plays the role of the very core of the Casson invariant from
our point of view� It is true that the value of d on each generator of
the group Kg��� namely Dehn twist along any separating simple closed
curve on �g nD�� is very simple� However at present we do not know
any e�ective method to compute it for arbitrarily given element of Kg���
because there is no algorithm to express any given element as a product
of generators� The situation being like this� we must say that d remains
to be a rather mysterious invariant�
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Now one of the main purposes of the present paper is to give a
geometrical interpretation of this invariant d� Precise statements will
be described in x� after a few preparatory sections �xx����� In short�
we will prove that the value d��� is equal to the Hirzebruch�s signature
defect �see 	��
� of the mapping torus M� with respect to a certain
canonical framing of its tangent bundle �Theorem ����� In this way
we found a connection between the Casson invariant and the signature
defect of certain framed ��manifolds�

The invariant d is de�ned not just for elements of the group Kg�� but
also for any element of the whole mapping class group Mg�� �see 	��
��
Our geometrical interpretation of the invariant d mentioned above is in
fact given in this general setting� It takes the form of the signature defect
of the mapping torusM��� � Mg��� with respect to a certain ��framing
�in the sense of Atiyah 	�
� of its tangent bundle �Theorem ����� Our ��
framings of these mapping tori M� are di�erent from Atiyah�s canonical
��framings� and here we �nd an interesting interplay between Atiyah�s
argument in 	�
 and ours� Proofs of these results will be given in x��

In x� we generalize some of the above arguments given mainly for
the ��dimensional manifolds M�� to the cases of higher dimensions� In
particular we prove that any �g�bundle whose holonomy group is con�
tained in the subgroup Kg�� has a partial framing on its tangent bundle�
We can generalize the de�nition of the signature defect so that it will
be adapted to this weaker setting �Proposition ����� By making use of
this together with the bordism theory as developed in 	�
� 	�
� we obtain
the de�nition of our secondary characteristic classes of surface bundles

di � H�i���Kg���Q� �i  �� �� � � ���
�see Theorem ����� The �rst class d� � H��Kg���Q� is nothing but the
above invariant d � Kg�� � Z� up to a non�zero factor� which embodies
a deep structure of the mapping class group related to the Casson in�
variant� We expect that other secondary characteristic classes of higher
degrees will also re�ect certain unknown structure of the mapping class
group�

In this paper� we treat our invariant d only locally� namely we con�
sider its value on each individual element of the mapping class group
and give a geometrical meaning to it� In future� we would like to inves�
tigate this invariant as well as higher secondary classes more globally�
perhaps in relation to the global geometry of the Teichm�uller space and
also of various universal families over it� Here Atiyah�s work 	�
� which
treats the case of genus one� should be considered as a guide�
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�� Cocycles for the �rst characteristic class of surface bundles

Let �g be a closed oriented surface of genus g and letMg be the map�
ping class group of �g� Namely it is the group of all the isotopy classes
of orientation preserving di�eomorphisms of �g� Harer 	��
 proved that
the second cohomology group H��Mg�Z� of Mg is an in�nite cyclic
group �for g � �� generated by the �rst Chern class

c� � H��Mg�Z��

Here c� is de�ned as follows� Let � � Mg � Sp��g�Z� be the classical
representation of Mg onto the Siegel modular group which is induced
from the natural action ofMg on the integral homology groupH���g�Z�
of �g� The Siegel modular group is contained in the symplectic group
Sp��g�R�� and the maximal compact subgroup of the latter group is iso�
morphic to the unitary group U�g�� Hence we have the usual �rst Chern
class c� � H��BSp��g�R��Z�� This cohomology class can be pulled back
to de�ne an element in H��Sp��g�Z��Z� and then in H��Mg�Z� via the
homomorphism �� This is our �rst Chern class c� �we use the same let�
ter�� In the case where we are given a family of Riemann surfaces of
genus g over a di�erentiable manifold M � our c� is �up to signs� nothing
but the �rst Chern class of the g�dimensional complex vector bundle
over M whose �bre over a point p � M is the space of holomorphic
di�erentials of the Riemann surface over p �cf� 	�
� 	��
��

Now let
e� � H��Mg�Z�

be the �rst characteristic class of surface bundles de�ned in 	��
� 	��
 �see
also 	�
� 	��
� 	��
�� Here we brie�y recall its de�nition� Let � � E �M
be a di�erentiable �bre bundle over M with �bre �g� and let � be the
tangent bundle along the �bres of �� namely it is the subbundle of the
tangent bundle of E consisting of all vectors which are tangent to the
�bres� We assume that � is oriented in the sense that � is an oriented
plane bundle over E� Let e � H��E�Z� be the Euler class of �� and set

e����  ���e
�� � H��M �Z��

where �� � H��E�Z� � H��M �Z� is the Gysin homomorphism or the
integration along the �bres� By an obvious naturality of the above
construction� we have a well de�ned cohomology class e� � H��Mg�Z��
This is the de�nition of our �rst characteristic class e�� If we apply the
Gysin homomorphism to powers of the Euler class e of higher degrees�
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we obtain higher characteristic classes of surface bundles �see 	��
� 	��

for details��

Now the relation between the two cohomology classes c� and e� is
very simple� namely we have

e�  ��c��

This can be proved by applying the Atiyah�Singer index theorem for
families of elliptic operators 	�
 or the Grothendieck Riemann�Roch the�
orem �cf� 	�
� 	��
� 	��
�� If we assume Harer�s result mentioned above�
then the above equality holds over the integers�

Now there are various explicit group cocycles which represent �cer�
tain multiples� of the �rst Chern class c� � H��Mg�Z� �see 	�
� 	��
�
	��
� 	��
� 	��
� 	��
�� Except for just one cocycle de�ned in 	��
� 	��
�
all of these cocycles are de�ned at the level of the Siegel modular group
Sp��g�Z� or the symplectic group Sp��g�R�� and each of them has its
own interesting geometrical or algebraic background� e�g� the volumes
of geodesic simplices in the Siegel upper half spaces �	�
�� the Maslov
indices of Lagrangian subspaces of a symplectic vector space �	�
� 	��
�
	��
� 	��
� and so on�

Among these cocycles� the most important one for our purpose is
Meyer�s signature cocycle 	��
 which is de�ned as follows� For any two
elements �� 	 � Mg� let M����� be the �g�bundle over the two sphere
with three holes �or a pair of pants� such that its boundary is a disjoint
union of M�� M� and �M�� � If we put


��� 	�  signM������

where signM����� denotes the signature of the ��manifold M������ then
it can be shown that 
 is a ��cocycle of the group Mg and represents
�c� � H��Mg�Z� �see 	�
� 	��
�� It follows that �
 represents the �rst
characteristic class e�� Meyer gave an explicit formula for the cocycle 

at the level of the Siegel modular group Sp��g�Z��

Next we recall the de�nition of our group cocycle c which also rep�
resents the �rst characteristic class e� �see 	��
�� At present this is the
only known group cocycle that cannot be de�ned at the level of the
Siegel modular group� We may say that it re�ects deeper structure of
the mapping class group than any other cocycles� For technical rea�
sons� this cocycle is de�ned not on the usual mapping class group Mg

but on another type of mapping class group Mg�� which is the one rel�
ative to an embedded disc D� � �g� namely we consider only those
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di�eomorphisms and isotopies which are the identity on D�� �How�
ever over the rationals we do have a related group cocycle which is
de�ned on Mg� see 	��
�� We proved in 	��
 that the cohomology group
H��Mg���H���g�Z�� is an in�nite cyclic group� Let us �x a crossed
homomorphism

k �Mg�� �� H���g�Z�

which represents a generator of the above cohomology group� Here
a crossed homomorphism means that we have the equality k��	� 
k��� � ���k�	�� for all �� 	 � Mg��� Now in terms of this crossed
homomorphism� our group cocycle c is de�ned as

c��� 	�  k����� � k�	��
where � denotes the intersection number� We mention here that the
crossed homomorphism k is well de�ned up to coboundaries� which can
be naturally identi�ed with elements of H���g�Z��

Henceforth let us call this cocycle c� which represents the �rst char�
acteristic class e� � H��Mg���Z�� the intersection cocycle�

�� A central extension of the mapping class group and

framings of ��manifolds

In this section� �rst we recall the notion of ��framings of ��manifolds
and the de�nition of a certain central extension of the mapping class
group Mg from Atiyah�s paper 	�
� in which they are fully developed�
According to 	�
� these ideas are all due to Witten� In the same paper�
Atiyah clari�ed the relationship between Meyer�s signature cocycle and
the above ideas by introducing the notion of canonical ��framing to
every ��manifold� In the latter half of this section� we will consider how
our intersection cocycle is related to these ideas�

LetM be a closed oriented ��manifold� Then it is easy to see that the
twice of the tangent bundle of M � denoted by �TM  TM 	 TM � has
a natural spin structure� Moreover it is a trivial bundle because TM is
trivial� A homotopy class of trivializations of �TM as a Spin����bundle
is called a ��framing of M � The set of ��framings of any ��manifold
can be naturally identi�ed with the set of integers Z as follows� Let �
be a ��framing of M � Choose a compact oriented ��manifold Z such
that �Z  M � and set ���  �

�p���TZ���� signZ where the relative
Pontrjagin number p� is de�ned by trivializing �TZ on �Z  M by the
��framing �� It is easy to see that ��� is well de�ned independent of
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the choice of Z� In fact it is the signature defect of Hirzebruch adapted
to the context of ��framings� Now the identi�cation of the set of ��
framings with Z mentioned above is given by associating ���� to each
��framing �� In these terminologies� Atiyah�s canonical ��framing of a
��manifold is de�ned to be the unique ��framing � such that ���  ��

Next we recall the de�nition of a central extension

� �� Z �� cMg ��Mg �� ��

As a set� cMg is the one consisting of isomorphism classes of oriented
surface bundles M � S� over the circle with �bre �g together with a
choice of ��framing � on the total space M as well as an identi�cation of
the �bre over the base point 
 � S� with �g �the de�nition given in 	�

is insu�cient� One must �x a trivialization of each surface bundle over
the base point as above�� Thus any element of cMg can be represented
by a pair ��� �� where � � Mg and � is a ��framing on the mapping
torusM�� The group law is de�ned as ��� ���	� ��  ��	� �� where � is
the ��framing on M�� such that the relative p� of M����� with respect
to the ��framing �� � � � on �M�����  M� �M� �M�� vanishes�

Now let s	 � Mg � cMg be the canonical section to the central

extension Z � cMg �Mg given by s	���  ��� ��� �� � Mg�� where
�� is Atiyah�s canonical ��framing on M�� Then it turns out that the
associated ��cocycle of the above extension

Mg � �� 	 �� s	���s	�	�fs	��	�g�� � Z

is equal to thrice Meyer�s signature cocycle 
 � It follows that the ex�
tension class of the above central extension is ��c� and hence is nothing
but the �rst characteristic class e� � H��Mg�Z��

Now we would like to investigate the in�uence of our intersection
cocycle c� which also represents e�� on the above central extension� But
before doing so� we make a short digression to consider a general fact
about central extensions which should be well known�

Geometrically a central extension corresponds to a principal SO����
bundle or equivalently an oriented S��bundle� To mesure how such
a bundle is twisted globally� we put a connection on it which is a ��
form on the total space satisfying certain conditions� We then have the
associated curvature form which is a closed ��form on the base space�
The de Rham cohomology class of this closed ��form is nothing but
the Euler class of the given bundle �up to the factor ���� Another
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method to compute the Euler class is to try to make a cross section to
the associated oriented plane bundle whose image is transverse to the
zero�section� Then the intersection of the image of the section with the
zero�section represents the Poincar�e dual of the Euler class� Now let us
consider how these geometrical ideas can be converted into the algebraic
context of central extensions of groups�

Let

� �� Z �� �� �� � �� �

be a central extension and let � � H����Z� be its Euler class� A section
of this central extension is a set map s � �� �� which is a right inverse
to the projection � � �� � �� A retraction is a mapping r � �� � Z such
that the equality r� �f �m�  r� �f� �m holds for any �f � �� and m � Z

where we write the multiplication bym � Z additively� A cocycle of this
central extension is a group ��cocycle c � Z����Z� which represents the
Euler class �� In these terminologies� we have

Proposition ���� Let �� Z� ��� �� � be a central extension�
Then there is a natural bijection between the following two sets�

�i� the set of all sections�

�ii� the set of all retractions�

Moreover if we assume that H����Z�  �� then there is also a
canonical bijection between any of the above two sets and

�iii� the set of all cocycles�

The normalizing condition �i� s�id�  id for elements of the �rst set
corresponds to the conditions �ii� r�id�  � and �iii� c�f� id�  c�id� f� 
� for any f � �� for elements of the other two sets respectively� under
the above bijections�

Proof� The natural one�to�one correspondence between the two sets
�i� and �ii� is given as follows� To each section s � � � �� we associate
a retraction r � �� � Z such that r� �f�  �fs�f��� where �f � �� is
any element and f  �� �f�� Conversely� if we are given a retraction
r � �� � Z� then we can construct a section s � � � �� by setting
s�f��f � �� to be the unique element �f � �� such that �� �f�  f and
r� �f�  �� It is easy to see that the above two correspondences are
mutually inverses�
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Next we consider the relation between the two sets �i� and �iii�� Any
section s � �� �� gives rise to a cocycle c which is de�ned by

c�f� g�  s�f�s�g�fs�fg�g���f� g � ���

For later use� let us �x a section s	 and let c	 be the associated cocycle�
Now let c be any cocycle� Both of the cocycles c	 and c represent
the same cohomology class� namely the Euler class of the given central
extension� Hence there exists a ��cochain d � � � Z such that c 
c	 � d� If we de�ne a section s � � � �� by s  s	 � d� then it is easy
to see that the associated cocycle is nothing but the given one c� Now
we consider the assumption that H����Z�  �� This condition implies
that the ��cochain d above is uniquely de�ned so that we can associate
a unique section to each cocycle� It is then a routine matter to verify
that the above correspondences de�ne a bijection between the set of
all sections and that of all cocycles� If we write r	 for the retraction
associated to the �xed section s	 �or equivalently to the �xed cocycle
c	�� then the retraction r corresponding to a general section s �or a
general cocycle c� is given by r� �f�  r	� �f� � d�f� where �f � �� and
f  �� �f��

Finally the last statement of our proposition can be easily checked
by a straightforward inspection� This completes the proof� q�e�d�

Now we �nish our digression and go back to our speci�c central
extension �� Z� cMg �Mg � � or rather to a similar one

� �� Z �� cMg�� ��Mg�� �� �

which corresponds to the mapping class group Mg��� It is well known
that the mapping class groups Mg and Mg�� satisfy the assumption of
Proposition ��� �see 	��
�� Hence we can apply it to the above central

extension� Let s	 � Mg�� � cMg�� be the section de�ned by Atiyah�s
canonical ��framing� Then as was mentioned before� Atiyah 	�
 proved
that the associated cocycle is nothing but �
 � where 
 is Meyer�s sig�
nature cocycle� The retraction cMg�� � Z associated to the canonical
section s	 is of course given by thrice the signature defect �

Now recall from the previous section that we have our intersection
cocycle c which also represents the Euler class of the above central
extension� Hence� by Proposition ���� we have the associated section

s �Mg�� �� cMg���
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If we write c  �
 � d where d � Mg�� � Z is a certain ��cochain
which is uniquely de�ned� then s  s	 � d� One of the main purposes
of the present paper is to give a geometrical meaning to this section s
or equivalently to the associated ��cochain d�

�� Vector �elds on surfaces and the mapping class group

Our main concern in this paper is the intersection cocycle
c � Z��Mg���Z� which represents the �rst characteristic class e�� This
cocycle is de�ned once we �x a crossed homomorphism

k �Mg�� � H���g�Z�

which represents a generator of H��Mg���H���g�Z�� � Z� More pre�
cisely we have

c��� 	�  k����� � k�	��
In our previous papers 	��
� 	��
� 	��
� 	��
 we showed various ways of
constructing crossed homomorphisms Mg�� � H���g�Z� which repre�
sent a generator of H��Mg���H���g�Z��� The purpose of this section
is to give another crossed homomorphism Mg�� � H���g�Z�� This
crossed homomorphism was proposed by Furuta 	��
 and it turned out
that it also represents a generator of H��Mg���H���g�Z��� as will be
shown below� It is de�ned in terms of vector �elds on surfaces � At
present it is the most geometrical one and is �t best to our purpose�
Later Trapp 	��
 de�ned yet another crossed homomorphism which is
given in terms of the concept of winding numbers �	�
� and is closely
related to Furuta�s one�

Now let T��g be the unit tangent bundle of �g� Then ���T��g� can
be naturally considered as a subgroup ofMg�� �see 	��
�� It was actually
proved in 	��
 that a crossed homomorphism k � Mg�� � H���g�Z�
represents a generator of H��Mg���H���g�Z�� if and only if k��� 
��� �g�	�
 for any �and hence all� element � � ���T��g� �Mg�� with
	�
 � � where 	�
 � H���g�Z� is the homology class of � projected to
the base space �g� Now we de�ne Furuta�s crossed homomorphism

k �Mg�� �� H���g�Z��

First choose a non�singular vector �eld X on �	
g  �gnIntD�� where D�

is the �xed embedded disc in �g� Also choose a Riemannian metric g	 on
�g� For each element � � Mg��� select a representative � � Di�
 �g �we
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use the same letter� which is the identity on the disc D�� and consider
the vector �eld ��X which is also non�singular� We de�ne a mapping

f� � �	
g � S�

as follows� where S� stands for the set of all angles mod ��� For each
point p � �	

g� we have two tangent vectors Xp and ���X�p of �	
g at

p � �	
g� We set f��p� to be ��Xp� ���X�p� where the symbol

��Xp� ���X�p� denotes the angle from Xp to ���X�p which is measured
with respect to the �xed orientation and the metric on �	

g and is counted
mod ��� Let 	f�
 � H���	

g�Z�  H���g�Z� be the cohomology class
determined by the map f�� namely 	f�
  f����� where � � H��S��Z� is
the generator� Let us write k��� � H���g�Z� for the Poincar�e dual of
	f�
� Then we obtain a mapping k � Mg�� � H���g�Z�� It is easy to
see that the homotopy class of the mapping f� does not depend on the
choice of the representative of � in Di�
 �g nor the choice of the metric
g	 on �	

g so that the mapping k is well de�ned depending only on the
choice of the non�singular vector �eld X �

Proposition ���� The mapping k � Mg�� � H���g�Z� de�ned
above is a crossed homomorphism� Moreover its cohomology class 	k

is independent of the choice of the non�singular vector �eld X and is a
generator of the in�nite cyclic group H��Mg���H���g�Z���

Proof� We divide the proof into three steps�
Step I� First we prove that the mapping k �Mg�� � H���g�Z� is a

crossed homomorphism� To show this� for any two elements �� 	 � Mg��

and a point p � �	
g� we consider three tangent vectors Xp� ���X�p and

���	��X�p at p � �	
g� By the de�nition of the mappings f�� and f�� we

have f���p�  ��Xp� ���	��X�p� and f��p�  ��Xp� ���X�p�� Hence
we have

f���p�  f��p� � �����X�p� ���	��X�p��

Now �����X�p� ���	��X�p�  �����X����p��� ����	�X�����p�� so that

this angle is equal to f���
���p�� where f� � �	

g � S� is the mapping
de�ned similarly as f� but with respect to the Riemannian metric ���g	�
on �	

g� In particular the two mappings f� and f� are homotopic each
other� Now we can write

f���p�  f��p� � �f� � �����p��
If we consider the corresponding cohomology classes� we obtain 	f��
 
	f�
 ��������	f�
� � H���g�Z�� and taking the Poincar�e duals we �nally
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have

k��	�  k��� � ���k�	���

Hence k is a crossed homomorphism�

Step II� Next we show that the cohomology class 	k
 is independent of
the choice of the non�singular vector �eld X on �	

g� Let X
� be another

non�singular vector �eld on �	
g� and for each element � � Mg�� we

denote f �� � �	
g � S� for the associated map� and also write

k� �Mg�� � H���g�Z�

for the crossed homomorphism corresponding to X �� Let us write
w � �	

g � S� for the mapping de�ned as w�p�  ��Xp� X
�
p� �p � �	

g�� and
let 	w
 � H���g�Z� be the cohomology class determined by w� Also let
w � �	

g � S� be the mapping de�ned similarly as w but with respect to
the Riemannian metric ���g	� on �	

g� Thus w�p�  �����Xp�� ���X
�
p���

It is easy to see that the two maps w and w are homotopic each other
so that 	w
  	w
� Now we compute

f ���p� ��X
�
p� ���X

��p�

��Xp� ���X�p� � �����X�p� ���X
��p�� ��Xp� X

�
p�

f��p� � w�����p��� w�p��

Hence we have

	f ��
  	f�
 � �������	w
�� 	w
 � H���g�Z��

If we take the Poincar�e duals� we obtain

k����  k��� � ���	w

��� 	w
�

where 	w
� � H���g�Z� is the Poincar�e dual of 	w
� We can now conclude
that the two crossed homomorphisms k� k� � Mg�� � H���g�Z� are
cohomologous to each other� because their di�erence is a coboundary
corresponding to 	w
��

Step III� Finally we prove that the cohomology class 	k
 is a generator
of the in�nite cyclic group H��Mg���H���g�Z��� To show this� we may
assume that g  � because we know from 	��
 that the natural inclusion
i �Mg�� �Mg
��� induces an isomorphism

i� � H��Mg
����H���g
��Z�� � H��Mg���H���g�Z��
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for all g � ��

Figure �a

Figure �b

Now choose a free generator ��� ��� ��� �� of ����
	
�� as depicted in

Figure �a and let x�� x�� y�� y� be the corresponding homology classes
in H�����Z�� Also let m and m� be two simple closed curves on �	

� as
shown in Figure �b� Set �  ������� � M��� where � and �� are the
Dehn twists along m and m� respectively� Then it is easy to see that �
belongs to the subgroup ���T���� � M��� and also that the homology
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class of � projected to the base space �� is equal to y��

Figure �a

Figure �b

Now choose a vector �eld X on �� as shown in Figure �a� where we
deform the embedded disc D�� by an isotopy� so that it will contain the
two hyperbolic singular points of X in its interior� Thus we obtain a
non�singular vector �eld X on �	

�� Let

kX �M��� �� H�����Z�

be the crossed homomorphism associated to X � We claim that the
equality kX���  �y� holds� By the above arguments� this will then
imply that the crossed homomorphism kX represents a generator of the
in�nite cyclic group H��Mg���H���g�Z�� for all g � � and X � More
precisely� we have kX���  ��g � ��	�
 for all � � ���T��g� � Mg��

�notice that the value of �g � � for g  � is equal to ���
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Now we prove kX���  �y�� We know from the outset that kX���
is a multiple of y�� By the de�nition of the crossed homomorphism kX �
kX��� is the Poincar�e dual of the cohomology class 	f� 
  f�� ��� where

f� � �	
� �� S�

is the mapping de�ned by f��p�  ��Xp� ���X�p�� Now we know that
	f� 
 is a multiple of the Poincar�e dual of y� which is x��� Here x

�
�� x

�
�� y

�
�� y

�
�

are the dual basis of x�� x�� y�� y�� Hence we have only to count the
number of times the point f��p� goes around the circle S� according
as the point p goes around the oriented closed curve �� which is shown
in Figure �b and represents the homology class x�� once� Since the
mapping � does not act on the homology of �	

g� to compute the above
number we may replace the mapping f� by f� � �� Then �f� � ���p� 
��X��p�� ���Xp��� Now the vector �eld X along the oriented closed curve
���� looks like the picture shown in Figure �b� By a direct inspection� we
can now conclude that the above number is equal to �� This completes
the proof� q�e�d�

Since we know that any crossed homomorphism Mg�� � H���g�Z�
is trivial on the subgroup Kg�� �see 	��
� 	��
�� we have the following
immediate corollary to Proposition ����

Corollary ���� Let X be any non�singular vector �eld on �	
g� Then

for any element � � Kg��� the vector �eld ��X is homotopic to X in the
sense that there exists a one�parameter family Xt�t � R� of non�singular
vector �elds on �	

g such that X	  X and X�  ��X�

�� The Casson invariant as the signature defect of certain

framed ��manifolds

As was explained in the Introduction �see also 	��
 for details�� the
in�uence of the Casson invariant on the structure of the mapping class
group is focussed upon an invariant d which de�nes a homomorphism

d � Kg�� �� Z�

The value of this invariant d on each generator of Kg�� is very simple�
More precisely� let � be a separating simple closed curve on �g n D�

and let h be the genus of the subsurface of �g which is bounded by �
and does not contain the embedded disc D�� Then d�D��  �h�h � ��
where D� is the Dehn twist along ��
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Now one of our main results is to give a geometrical meaning to
this invariant d� To formulate this� for each element � � Kg�� we con�
sider the mapping torus M� which is de�ned as �g � I� � where we
identify �p� �� with ���p�� �� �p � �g�� We will see below that the ��
manifold M� has a canonical framing t� on its tangent bundle TM��
We can therefore consider the signature defect of the framed ��manifold
�M�� t�� which we write �M�� t��� Namely if Z is a compact oriented ��
manifold with �Z  M�� then we have �M�� t�� 

�
�p��TZ� t���signZ�

where p��TZ� t�� denotes the relative p� of the tangent bundle of Z with
respect to the framing t� on its boundary�

Theorem ���� Let Kg�� be the subgroup of the mapping class group
Mg�� generated by all the Dehn twists along separating simple closed
curves on �g nD�� Then for each element � � Kg��� there is a canonical
framing t� on the mapping torus M� such that the equality

d���  ��M�� t��

holds� where the right�hand side denotes the signature defect of the
framed ��manifold �M�� t���

We now de�ne the framing t� on M�� For that purpose we �rst
choose a non�singular vector �eld X on �	

g  �g n IntD�� Since the
mapping � is the identity on D�� M� contains D� � S� as a natural
submanifold� Let us write M �

� for M� n IntD� � S�� Since we are
assuming that the mapping class � belongs to Kg��� the vector �eld
��X is homotopic toX � as was proved in the previous section �Corollary
����� Hence we can de�ne a non�zero section of �jM �

� by making use of
a homotopy between X and ��X where � has been used to denote the
tangent bundle along the �bres of the surface bundle M�� This in turn
de�nes a framing of �jM �

� by choosing the second vector of the framing
to be the one which is orthogonal to the non�zero section and has the
right direction with respect to the orientation on �� This induces a
framing of TM� over M �

� because TM�
� � 	 � where � is the trivial

line bundle� Now observe that the restriction of the above framing of
� to ��D� � S�� is independent of �� In fact it rotates �� � �g��times
around the boundary of D� and is constant along the direction of S��
Hence if we glue the tangent bundle of D� � S� along its boundary
according to the above framing and then pull it back to �D���D���S��
then we obtain �����g ����	�  �����g	������ Here ����g is an oriented
plane bundle over D���D�  S� with the Euler number equal to ���g�
� is the trivial line bundle and the symbol �� denotes the exterior tensor
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product� Now the bundle ����g 	 � over S� is trivial and has a unique
trivialization up tp homotopy because ���SO����  �� Therefore the
framing of TM� over M �

� obtained above can be naturally extended
to the interior of D� � S�� We thus obtain a global framing t� of
the ��manifold M�� Unfortunately this framing is not uniquely de�ned
because of the non�vanishing of H��M��Z�� However it does hold that
the induced ��framing �t� is uniquely de�ned� Moreover it turns out
that it does not depend even on the choice of the non�singular vector
�eld X � Hence we can say that the ��framing �t� is a canonical one for
the ��manifold M��

Our original proof of Theorem ���� which was obtained some years
ago� was given by a direct computation of the signature defects� How�
ever we think that the best way to prove and also to understand the
above results would be to generalize everything from the context of the
subgroup Kg�� to that of the whole mapping class group Mg�� as fol�
lows� This will allow us to obtain a more conceptual proof of Theorem
��� than before� Recall that we have �xed a non�singular vector �eld X
on �	

g� This induces a crossed homomorphism kX �Mg�� �� H���g�Z�
�see x�� and therefore we have the associated intersection cocycle cX
de�ned by

cX��� 	�  kX��
��� � kX�	���� 	 � Mg���

�see x��� According to Proposition ���� we have a section

sX �Mg�� � cMg��

which corresponds to cX � As in x�� let us write
cX  �
 � dX �

where dX �Mg�� � Z is a certain ��cochain which is uniquely de�ned�
Then sX  s	�dX where s	 is Atiyah�s canonical section� We have the
following result which is a generalization of Theorem ��� to the context
of the whole mapping class group Mg���

Theorem ���� Let Mg�� be the mapping class group of �g relative
to an embedded disc D�� Choose a non�singular vector �eld X on

�	
g  �g n IntD��

Then for each element � � Mg��� there is a canonical ��framing tX���
on the mapping torus M�� which is uniquely de�ned� such that the equal�
ity

dX���  ��M�� tX����
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holds� Here the right�hand side denotes the signature defect of the ��
framed ��manifold �M�� tX����� Equivalently� if we de�ne a section

tX �Mg�� � cMg�� by

tX���  �M�� tX������ � Mg����

then it corresponds to the intersection cocycle cX�

cX��� 	�  tX���tX�	�ftX��	�g���

Here we would like to emphasize that our canonical ��framing men�
tioned in the above theorem is di	erent from Atiyah�s canonical ��
framing which is de�ned for general ��manifolds� Now we de�ne our
canonical ��framing tX��� on M��

We have the mapping f� � �	
g � S� de�ned by

f��p�  ��Xp� ���X�p� �p � �	
g��

�see x��� We may assume that � � S� is a regular value of f� by
perturbing� if necessary� the vector �eld ��X slightly �cf� the argument
in the proof of Proposition ����� Similarly we may assume that the
length of the vector �elds X and ��X �after a necessary perturbation�
are constantly equal to �� because it is only the direction of the tangent
vectors that is essential in the following arguments and the length is
irrelevant� Let us write K� � �	

g for the submanifold f��� ���� We
put an orientation on K� so that its homology class 	K�
 is equal to
kX���� We also consider K� as a submanifold of M� by embedding it
into �	

g � �
� � M�� Now we de�ne a section � of the oriented plane

bundle � over M �
�  M� n IntD� � S� by

��p� t�  ��� t�Xp � t���X�p �p � �	
g� t � 	�� �
��

Then it is easy to see that the image Im � of this section is transverse
to the zero�section Z	 of � and also that Im � � Z	  K�� Moreover
if we put an orientation on the normal bundle of K� which is induced
from those on M� and K�� then it can be checked that the section �
restricted to the normal direction of any point p on K�� followed by
the projection to the �bre of � at p with respect to a trivialization
near p� is orientation preserving� We summarize the above argument as
the following proposition for later use �compare with Proposition ��� of
	��
��
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Proposition ���� Let � � Mg�� and let M� � S� be the corre�
sponding oriented �g�bundle� Then the Poincar
e dual of the Euler class
���� � H��M��Z� of the tangent bundle � along the �bres of this surface
bundle can be represented by the ��dimensional submanifold

K� � ��� �g�S�

of M� where S� denotes any �horizontal circle q � S��q � D���

Now we go on to de�ne our ��framing tX��� on M�� The section �
de�nes a framing of M �

� away from the submanifold K�� This framing
restricted to ��D� � S�� is independent of � and it has a canonical
extension to the interior of D��S� as before� Thus we obtain a framing
of the tangent bundle of M� outside of K� and this in turn induces a
��framing there� Now let us look into the situation near K�� Let K be
any connected component of K�� it is an oriented circle embedded in
�	
g � �

� �M�� Let N�K� be a small tubular neighborhood of K in M��
Then we can de�ne a bundle trivialization

�jN�K�
� N�K��R�

as follows� Recall that X is a non�singular vector �eld on �	
g� Hence it

de�nes a non�singular vector �eld over �	
g � 	�� � �� �� � �
 � M� which

is constant along the second factor� Thus we can consider X also as a
non�zero section of � there� In particular X de�nes a non�zero section
of �jN�K�� This induces the desired bundle trivialization by sending
the vector Xq�q � N�K�� to the �rst unit vector of R�� Next let us
de�ne an identi�cation N�K� � K � D� as follows� where D� is the
unit disc in R�� For each point p � K� let Dp � N�K� denote the
normal disc at p so that N�K�  �p�KDp� and let qp � �Dp be the
point such that its second coordinate as a point in �	

g � I attains the
minimum among all the points in Dp� Then the required identi�cation is
characterized �up to homotopy� by the condition that each point qp goes
to �p� �� � K � �D�� Now if we combine the above two trivializations�
we obtain a bundle isomorphism

�jN�K�
� �K �D���R��

By the de�nition of the section �� the vector ��qp� is equal to Xp �up to
a positive constant� which is sent to the �rst unit vector of R� under the
above isomorphism� Moreover if the point q goes around �Dp once in
the positive direction starting from the point qp� then the corresponding
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vector ��q�� projected to the �bre of � at p� goes around the origin
once in the positive direction starting from the vector Xp� Hence� by
perturbing if necessary the section � appropriately� we can conclude
that the section �� of the trivial bundle �K�D���R�� which is induced
from � via the above bundle isomorphism� is the  identity!� Namely
we have ���p� v�  v �p � K� v � D� � R��� Hence if we glue the bundle
� over N�K�  K � D� along its boundary according to the framing
there induced from the section � and pull it back to K � �D���D���
then we obtain ������ Here � is the trivial line bundle over K� and ��
denotes an oriented plane bundle over D���D�  S� with the Euler
number exactly equal to �� Since ���Spin����  �� ��� has a unique
trivialization as a Spin����bundle over S�� Hence we can conclude that
the above ��framing of M�� which was de�ned outside of K�� can be
uniquely extended to the whole of M� as a global ��framing� This is
the de�nition of our canonical ��framing tX���� We will see later that
this ��framing is well de�ned independent of the various choices made
�see Proposition �����

�� Proofs of Theorem ��� and Theorem ���

In this section we prove our main results �Theorem ��� and Theorem
����� First we show

Proof of Theorem ��� assuming Theorem ���� Let X be any non�
singular vector �eld on �	

g� Then we know that for any element � �
Kg��� the vector �eld ��X is homotopic to X or equivalently we have
kX���  � �see Corollary ����� Hence� by the de�nitions� the ��framing
tX��� of the mapping torus M� is equal to twice the usual framing
t�� It follows that �M�� t��  �M�� tX����� On the other hand� we
know also that the value dX��� is independent of the choice of X and is
equal to d��� �see 	��
�� It is now clear that Theorem ��� follows from
Theorem ���� In particular we have proved that the ��framing �t� does
not depend on the choice of the non�singular vector �eld X � q�e�d�

Next we prove Theorem ���� For that� we �rst generalize the def�
inition of the ��framing tX��� given after Proposition ��� as follows�
Thereby we also prove that this ��framing is uniquely de�ned�

Proposition ���� Let � � Mg�� and let M� be the corresponding
mapping torus� Let K� be any oriented ��dimensional submanifold of
M� embedded in the locus �	

g � �
� � M� such that its homology class
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in �	
g is equal to kX���� Then there exists a section � of the oriented

plane bundle � over M �
� such that�

�i� its value at any point p� � � �	
g � � is equal to Xp�

�ii� it is transverse to the zero�section Z	 of �� and Im � � Z	  K��

Moreover the corresponding ��framing� which is de�ned in a similar
way as tX���� is homotopic to tX���� It follows in particular that the
homotopy class of this ��framing depends only on X and � and not on
the choice of the submanifold K��

Proof� As before� we consider the mapping f� � �	
g � S� de�ned by

f��p�  ��Xp� ���X�p� �p � �	
g�� and assume that � � S� is a regular

value of f�� We put K	
�  f��� ���� and consider it as an oriented

submanifold of M� embedded in �	
g � �

� � M�� Our ��framing tX���
was de�ned in terms of this picture� Now we compare it with the more
general situation described in Proposition ���� It is easy to see that we
can construct a smooth mapping f � �	

g � S� such that �i� f sends any
point on ��	

g to � � S� and �ii� � � S� is a regular value of f and f�����

coincides with the given ��dimensional submanifold K� � �	
g� �

� � Since
the homology class of K� is equal to kX���� by the assumption� the
mapping f is homotopic to f� relative to ��	

g� Now let X � be a non�
singular vector �eld on �	

g de�ned by the conditions ��Xp� X
�
p�  f�p�

and kX �
pk  kXpk�p � �	

g�� Since f is homotopic to f�� it is easy to see
that X � is homotopic to ��X � Now we de�ne a section � of � over M �

�

by

��p� t� 

���
��
Xp t � 	�� �� 
�

��� � �t�Xp � ��t� �
��X

�
p t � 	�� �

�
� 
�

X t
p t � 	�� � �
�

where p � �	
g� and X t�t � 	�� � �
� is a homotopy of non�singular vector

�elds such that X
�

�  X � and X�  ��X � Then it is easy to see that
� is transverse to the zero�section Z	 of � and Im � � Z	  K�� This
proves �i��

Next we prove that the ��framing associated to the above picture is
homotopic to the original tX���� Since the two mappings f�� f � �	

g �
S� are homotopic to each other� there is a homotopy F � �	

g � I � S�

such that F �p� ��  f��p� and F �p� ��  f�p�� We may assume that

� � S� is a regular value of F � and put eK  F������ Then eK is
a submanifold of �	

g � I of codimension one such that it meets the
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boundary transversely� and eK � �	
g � �  K	

��
eK � �	

g � �  K�� We

consider eK as a submanifold of M� � I by embedding it into the locus

�	
g� �

��I �M��I � and let N� eK� denote a small tubular neighborhood

of eK in M� � I � Now we consider the oriented plane bundle e�  � ���
over M�� I where � denotes the trivial line bundle over I � We de�ne a
bundle trivialization e�j

eK
� eK �R�

as follows� The non�singular vector �eld X on �	
g de�nes the one on

a neighborhood of �	
g � �

� � I � which is constant along the second as
well as the third factor� In particular we can consider X as a non�zero
section of e�j

N� eK�� Then the required trivialization is de�ned by sending

each vector X�q�"q � N� eK�� to the �rst unit vector of R��

Now it can be easily shown that the section of e� given over
M �

��f�� �g can be extended to a section e� which is de�ned overM �
��I

such that it is transverse to the zero�section eZ	 of e� and Im e�� eZ	  eK�
This section e� induces a trivialization N� eK�  eK �D� as follows� For
each point "p � eK� let D�p be the normal disc at "p so that we have

N� eK�  ��p� eK
D�p� By the condition that e� is transverse to the zero�

section� we see that there is �essentially� a unique point "q�p � �D�p such
that the vector e��"q�p� is equal to X�q�p up to a positive scalar� Then
the required trivialization is de�ned by sending the point "q�p to �"p� ���
It is easy to see that the restriction of the above trivialization to the
boundary coincides with those of N�K	

�� and N�K��� Thus we obtain
a bundle isomorphism

e�j
eK
� � eK �D���R��

which coincides with the previously given one on the boundary� Then
by exactly the same reason as before� the section �� of the trivial bundle
� eK �D��� R� which is induced from e� via the above isomorphism is
given by the  identity!� namely�

���"p� v�  v�"p � eK� v � D� � R���

If we glue the bundle e� over N� eK� along its boundary according to the
framing there induced from the non�zero section e� and pull it back toeK � �D���D��� then we obtain ����� where � is the trivial line bundle
over eK� Hence the ��framing on M �

� � f�� �g� which is a usual framing
of the Spin����bundle �TM�  ��� 	 ��� can be extended to a framing
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of �TM� ��� over M �
�� I � On the other hand� the framings of �	 � over

each embedded solid torusD��S� inM��� andM��� are the same so
that they can be extended constantly over D��S�� I �M�� I � Thus
we have shown that the ��framing on M�� f�� �g can be extended to a
global framing of �TM� ��� over the whole of M� � I � This completes
the proof of �ii� and hence that of Proposition� q�e�d�

Now we begin the proof of Theorem ����

Proof of Theorem ���� The situation is as follows� We �x a non�
singular vector �eld X on �	

g� We then have the associated intersection
cocycle cX given by

cX��� 	�  kX��
��� � kX�	���� 	 � Mg����

where kX � Mg�� � H���g�Z� is the crossed homomorphism corre�

sponding to X � Let us de�ne a section tX �Mg�� � cMg�� by

tX���  �M�� tX������ � Mg����

where tX��� is the ��framing on M� de�ned in x�� Then our task is to
prove the identity

cX��� 	�  tX���tX�	�ftX��	�g��

for all �� 	 � Mg��� Now we consider the �g�bundle

M����� �� P�

where P is a pair of pants �or the ��sphere with three holes� such that
its boundary is a disjoint union of M��M� and �M�� � Now the value
tX���tX�	�ftX��	�g�� is equal to the  di�erence degree! of the two
��framings tX ���tX�	� and tX��	� on M��� In other words� it is equal
to

��

�
p�

�
�T �M�� � I���tX���tX�	� � tX��	�

�
�

which is minus half of the relative p� of twice the tangent bundle of
the ��manifold M�� � I with respect to the ��framing �tX���tX�	� on
�M���� and tX��	� onM����� On the other hand� by the de�nition

of the multiplication in the group cMg��� the relative p� of the ��manifold
M����� with respect to the ��framing tX��� � tX�	� � tX���tX�	� on
its boundary vanishes� Hence we can conclude that

tX���tX�	�ftX��	�g��  �

�
p�

�
�TM������ tX��� � tX �	�� tX��	�

�
�
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Thus we have only to prove the following equality

�

�
p�

�
�TM������ tX��� � tX �	�� tX��	�

�
 kX��

��� � kX�	��

Namely our task is to prove that the half of the relative p� of the ��
manifold M����� with respect to our canonical ��framings on each con�
nected component of its boundary is given by the intersection number
kX����� � kX�	�  �kX��� � ���kX�	���

Now instead of the �g�bundle M����� over P � we consider the follow�
ing model for it� Namely we take the product bundle �g �� over the
standard ��simplex � spanned by the three vertices f�� �� �g� and then
identify the point �p� �� with ���p�� �� and ��	�p�� �� for all p � �g�
The resulting �g�bundle is essentially the same as M������ We have
the non�singular vector �eld X on �	

g � � and it corresponds to ��X
�resp� ��	��X� on �	

g� � �resp� �	
g� �� under the above identi�cation�

Now choose any oriented ��dimensional submanifold K�� K� and K��

of Int �	
g whose homology classes are kX���� kX�	� and kX��	� respec�

tively� We embed the three manifolds K�� ��K��� and K�� into the
locus �	

g �m	�� �	
g �m�� and �	

g �m	� respectively� where mij � � is
the midpoint of the ��simplex �ij spanned by the two vertices fi� jg� We
have the identity kX��	�  kX��� � ���kX�	�� so that there exists an
oriented properly embedded submanifold W of �g �� of codimension
two such that �W  K� � ��K�� � �K�� �see Figure ���

Figure �
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Now let � be the tangent bundle along the �bre of the trivial �g�
bundle �g � �� The boundary of this trivial bundle can be written
as

���g ���  �g � �	� � �g � ��� � ��g � �	�

and each of the product bundle �g � �ij on the right�hand side will
serve as a model for the �g�bundles M�� ��M�� and M�� respectively�
Here the meaning of the second bundle ��M�� is the following� Namely
we transfer everything from the bundle M� to �g � ��� by the map �

�see Figure ��� By virtue of Proposition ���� We have the section � of
� over �	

g � ��� which is transverse to the zero�section Z	 such that
Im ��Z	  K����K����K��� We also have the associated ��framing
tX��� � ��tX�	��� tX��	� on the boundary� Clearly

p�

�
�TM������ tX��� � tX�	�� tX��	�

�
 p�

�
�T ��g ���� tX��� � ��tX�	��� tX��	�

�
�

In what follows� we will compute the right�hand side of the above equal�
ity� Now it is easy to see that the section � of � de�ned on �	

g��� can
be extended to a global section e� over the whole of �	

g �� such that it

is transverse to the zero�section eZ	 and Im e� � eZ	  W � Let N�W � be
a small tubular neighborhood of W � Then� as before� we can de�ne a
trivialization

�jN�W �
� N�W ��R�

as follows� We consider X as a non�singular vector �eld over a neigh�
borhood of W in �g � �� which is constant along the factor �� In
particular X de�nes a non�zero section of �jN�W �� Then the required
trivialization is given by sending each vector Xq�q � N�W �� to the �rst
unit vector of R�� Next for each point p � W let Dp be the normal
disc at p so that N�W �  �p�WDp� Since the section e� is transverse
to the zero�section� there exists a unique point qp � Dp such that the
vector e��qp� is equal Xqp up to a positive constant� Then we can de�ne
a trivialization N�W � � W � D� by sending each point qp to �p� ���
Thus we have a bundle isomorphism

�jN�W �
� �W �D���R��

and the section �� of the trivial bundle �W�D���R� induced from e� via
the above isomorphism is given by the  identity!� namely ���p� v�  v

p � W� v � D� � R�� Now the section e� de�nes a framing of � over
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�	
g � � n IntN�W �� If we glue the bundle �jN�W � along its boundary

according to the above framing and pull it back to W �D���D�� then
we obtain ������ By trivializing ���� we get a framing of �� over �	

g���
Clearly the induced framing of �� on �	

g � �	� and �	
g � �	� extends to

the ��framings tX��� and tX��	� respectively� However the induced
��framing on �	

g � ���� which we denote t�X�	�� is di�erent from the
original ��framing ��tX�	�� in general� Now it is easy to see that

p�

�
�T ��g ���� tX��� � t�X�	�� tX��	�

�
 ��

because the above framing of �� is de�ned over the whole of �g � ��
Hence we can conclude that

p�

�
�T ��g ���� tX��� � ��tX�	��� tX��	�

�
 ����tX�	��� t

�
X�	���

where the right�hand side denotes twice the  di�erence degree!
� half of the relative p�� of the two ��framings ��tX�	��� t�X�	� of
�g � ����

Claim� We have the equality

���tX�	��� t
�
X�	��  �kX��� ����kX�	���

The above claim will surely complete the proof of Theorem ���� We
�rst remark that it is enough to prove that the di�erence degree is
proportional to the intersection number kX��� � ���kX�	��� For if it is
the case� then it follows that the ��cocycle

Mg�� � �� 	 �� tX���tX�	�ftX��	�g��

is proportional to the intersection cocycle cX��� 	�� But we know that
the above two cocycles are cohomologous to each other and both of them
represent the same class e� � H��Mg���Z� which is nontrivial� Hence
they must be equal�

Now we prove the above weakened form of our Claim� First ob�
serve that the two ��framings ��tX�	��� t�X�	� are the same outside
of a neighborhood of ��K�� so that their di�erence is concentrated on
N���K���� To analyse this di�erence� let us write down explicit for�
mulae for the framings of �� over N���K��� which are induced from
the above two ��framings� First we consider the one induced from the
��framing t�X�	�� Recall that this framing was de�ned in terms of the
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bundle isomorphism �jN�W �
� �W � D�� �R�� which is induced from

the non�singular vector �eld X near W � We have the associated bundle
projection �jN�W �� D� �R� followed by the mapping

D� �R� ���� E������y ��y
D� ���� D���D�  S�

which is induced from the framing on �D� given by the non�zero section
�D� � v �� v � R� �v � �D� � R�� there� Now let R� � SO��� be the
rotation matrix corresponding to the angle � � S�� Then the framing on
�D� is given by �D��R� � �v� �� �� R��� � � R� where v  ei� � �D��
Now let T�  R� 	 R� � SO���� SO��� � SO���� It is easy to see that
the mapping S� � � �� T� � SO��� is null homotopic� In fact� if we set

T��r 

�
BB�

r cos � �r sin � p
�� r� �

r sin � r cos � � �p�� r�

�p�� r� � r cos � �r sin �
�

p
�� r� r sin � r cos �

	
CCA � SO����

then we have T���  T� and the correspondence

D� � v  rei� �� T��r � SO���

de�nes an extension of the above mapping to D�� In terms of these
matrices� our framing of ��� is given� at the level of the trivial bundle
D� � �R� 	R��� by

D� � �R� 	R�� � �v  rei�� �� �� T����r � � R��

Now let K be any connected component of ��K��� Then� by the above
argument� the framing of �� over N�K� corresponding to the ��framing
t�X�	� is given by

��jN�K�
� �K �D��� �R� 	R�� � �p� v� �� �� T��

��r
� � R��

where p � K� v  rei� � D� and � � R� 	R�  R� as before�
Next we consider the framing of �� over N�K� corresponding to the

��framing ��tX�	��� The di�erence of this framing from the former
one comes entirely from that of the choice of the bundle isomorphism
�jN�K�

� �K � D��� R�� This time� instead of X we have to use the
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non�singular vector �eld ��X � which is now considered as a vector �eld
de�ned nearN�K�� For each point p � K� letDp � N�K� be the normal
disc at p� We have the identi�cation �jDp

� D� �R� which is de�ned
by the vector �eld X � Then the vector �eld ��X on Dp is represented
by a section �p � D

� � R� of the trivial bundle D� �R� via the above
identi�cation� Now by perturbing the vector �eld ��X appropriately�
we may assume that the above section is a constant function for all p�
Namely if we set u�p�  ��Xp� ���X�p� � S�� then we have �p�v� 
u�p�� Here we understand u�p� as a vector in R� of length �� It follows
that the bundle trivialization of �jDp with respect to the vector �eld
��X is given by the composition

�jDp
� D� �R� � D� �R��

where the �rst isomorphism is the one with respect to the vector �eld
X � and the second bundle map is given by

D� �R� � �v� �� �� �R��
u�p�v� R

��
u�p��� � D� �R��

Hence the bundle trivialization of �jN�K� with respect to the vector �eld
��X is given by the composition

�jN�K�
� �K �D���R� � �K �D���R��

where the �rst isomorphism is the one corresponding to X � and the
second mapping is given by

�K �D���R� � �p� v� �� �� �p� R��
u�p�v� R

��
u�p��� � �K �D���R��

Observe here that if we write v  rei� � then R��
u�p�v  rei���u�p��� We

can now obtain the following formula for the framing of �� over N�K�
corresponding to the ��framing ��tX�	���

��jN�K�
� �K �D��� �R� 	R�� � �p� v� �� �� T��

��u�p��rT
��
u�p�� � R��

where p � K� v  rei� � D�� and � � R��

If we compare the above explicit formulae for the two framings of
��jN�K� corresponding to the ��framings ��tX�	�� and t�X�	�� we can
conclude that their di�erence can be described by the mapping

K �D� � �p� v� �� T��
��r

Tu�p�T��u�p��r � SO����
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which factors through a mapping

h � K � S� � SO����

More precisely� if Ki runs through all connected components of ��K���
and hi � Ki � S� � SO��� denotes the corresponding mapping� then

���tX�	��� t
�
X�	�� 

�

�

X
i

� 	Ki � S�
� h�i �CS� � �

Here 	Ki � S�
 is the fundamental homology class of Ki � S�� and
CS � H��SO����Z� denotes the Chern�Simons class corresponding to
the �rst Pontrjagin class p�� Now let us de�ne a mapping

h	 � S
� � S� � SO���

by the correspondence

S� �D� � �u� v� �� T����r TuT��u�r � SO����

and set c	 � 	S�� S�
� h�	�CS� �� If we de�ne h�i � K � S� � S�� S�

by h�i�p� v�  �u�p�� v�� then clearly we have hi  h	 � h�i� Hence if we
write deg h�i for the degree of the mapping h�i� then

���tX�	��� t
�
X�	�� 

�

�
c	
X
i

deg h�i�

Subclaim� We have the equalityX
i

deg h�i  �kX��� � ���kX�	���

Proof of Subclaim� Clearly we have deg h�i  deg ui where� re�
call that� for each connected component Ki of ��K��� the mapping
ui � Ki � S� was de�ned by ui�p�  ��Xp� ���X�p�� On the other hand�
we have the mapping f� � �	

g � S� de�ned by f��p�  ��Xp� ���X�p�
�p � �	

g� so that ui is nothing but the restriction of f� to Ki � �	
g�

Since f����� � H���g�Z� is the Poincar�e dual of kX���� we have the
equality � u� f����� �  u � kX��� which holds for any homology class
u � H���g�Z�� Now we computeX

i

deg h�i 
X
i

deg ui

 � 	��K��
� f
�
���� �

� kX��� � ���kX�	���
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This completes the proof of Subclaim�
Thus we have the equality

���tX�	��� t
�
X�	��  ��

�
c	kX��� ����kX�	���

and this in turn completes the proof of Claim and hence that of Theorem
���� q�e�d�

Remark ���� As an immediate consequence of the above proof�
we can conclude that the value of c	 is equal to �� It is possible to
determine this value by an explicit computation� But our conceptual
proof as above enables us to avoid this rather troublesome work�

	� The secondary characteristic classes of surface bundles

Up to the previous section� we have given an interpretation of the
Casson invariant in terms of Hirzebruch�s signature defect of certain
framed ��manifolds� More precisely� we identi�ed the value of the ho�
momorphism

d � Kg�� �� Z

which serves as the core of the Casson invariant from our point of view�
with the signature defect of the corresponding mapping torus with re�
spect to some canonical framing of its tangent bundle �Theorem ����� In
this section we generalize the above procedure but� so to speak� in the
opposite direction we de�ne secondary characteristic classes of surface
bundles� Namely we make use of the concept of the signature defect to
obtain a series of certain cohomology classes

di � H�i���Kg���Q�Mg�� �i  �� �� � � ��

of which the �rst one d� is nothing but the above invariant d � Kg�� � Z

�up to the factor �
�� which is known to beMg���invariant �see 	��
� 	��
��

To de�ne our secondary classes� we use the generalized form of
Thom�s bordism theory given in 	�
� 	�
� Thus for any CW complex
K� let #��K� 

P
i #i�K� denote the oriented bordism group of K� It

has a natural structure of a graded module over the Thom bordism ring
#�� Over the rationals� there exists a natural isomorphism

#i�K��Q �
X
p
q�i

Hp�K�Q�� #q
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�see 	�
�� The following is an immediate corollary to this statement�

Proposition 	��� Let K be a CW complex and let

f � #i�K� �� Q

be a homomorphism� Assume that f vanishes on the submoduleX
p
q�i�q�	

Hp�K�Q�� #q � #i�K��Q�

Then f can be considered as an element of H i�K�Q��

Let us write #i�Kg��� for the bordism group of BKg�� which is the
classifying space for the group Kg��� Hereafter we are going to de�ne a
homomorphism

i � #�i���Kg��� �� Q�

Any element of #i�Kg���� represented by an oriented �g�bundle
� � E � M over a closed oriented i�dimensional manifold M � satis�
�es the following three conditions�

�i� There is given an identi�cation of the �bre Eq� over a base point
q	 �M with �g�

�ii� There is given a cross section s � M � E together with a trivial�
ization N�s�M�� � s�M��D� of the normal disc bundle N�s�M��
of the image of the section s�

�iii� The image of the holonomy homomorphism ���M� � Mg�� is
contained in Kg���

Henceforth let us call such a �g�bundle a Kg���bundle� TwoKg���bundles
�k � Ek � M�k  �� �� over the same base space M are said to be iso�
morphic if there exists an isomorphism E	

� E�� over the identity of
M � as �g�bundles such that �i� the isotopy class of the induced di�eo�
morphism on Eq�  �g is contained in Kg�� and �ii� it preserves the
cross sections as well as the trivializations of their normal disc bundles�
Then� as usual� there is a canonical bijection between the set of Kg���
isomorphism classes of Kg���bundles over M and the set 	M�BKg��
 of
homotopy classes of mappings from M to the classifying space BKg���

Now let � � E �M be a Kg���bundle and let � be its tangent bundle
along the �bres� Clearly we have an isomorphism

TE � � 	 ���TM��
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Since the image of the holonomy of � is contained in Kg�� by the as�
sumption� the total space E contains D��M as a natural submanifold�
We write E�  E n IntD� �M �

Proposition 	��� Let � � E �M be a Kg���bundle� Then for each
non�singular vector �eld X on �	

g� there is a canonical framing tX of
� over E�� Moreover if we glue the bundle � along E� according to the
above framing and pull it back to �D���D�� �M via the natural map
�D���D�� � M � E�E�� then we obtain ����g ��� where ����g is an
oriented plane bundle over D���D�  S� with the Euler number equal
to �� �g� and � denotes the trivial line bundle over M �

Proof� First we make a cell decomposition of the base space M with
a single ��cell at the base point q	� The non�singular vector �eld X
de�nes a non�zero section of �jE�

q�
via the identi�cation E�

q�
 �	

g where

E�
q�

 Eq��E�� We extend this non�zero section to the whole of E� by an
induction on the dimension of the cells� Let 
� be any ��cell ofM � Since
the holonomy along this ��cell is contained in Kg�� by the assumption�
the non�zero section extends to ����
���E� by Corollary ���� Here we
can take the extension to be constant along ����
��� �E�� Next let 
�

be any ��cell and let �	
g � D� � ����
�� � E� be a trivialization over


�� By pulling back the non�zero section of � over �����
�� � E� via
the above trivialization� we obtain a non�zero section �� of �	 � the
tangent bundle along the �bres of the trivial �	

g�bundle �	
g �D�� over

�	
g � �D�� This induces a mapping

h� � �	
g � �D� �� S�

by the formula h��p� q�  ��Xp� �
��p� q�� �p � �	

g� q � �D��� Here
we consider X as a non�zero section of �	 which is constant along the
second factor of �	

g � D�� Observe that the above mapping h� is null
homotopic� This is because the restriction of h� to �	

g � q	 �q	 is the
base point of �D� which is identi�ed to the base point ofM� and also to
��	

g � �D� is the constant map to � � S�� Hence there is an extension
"h� � �	

g � D� � S� of h�� By making use of this extension� it is now
easy to extend the non�zero section of � over each ��cell 
��

Next let 
� be any ��cell� Choose a trivialization

�	
g �D� � ����
��� E��

Then� as before� the pull back of the non�zero section obtained so far to
the trivial bundle �	

g �D� induces a mapping

h� � �	
g � �D� �� S��
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which is easily shown to be null homotopic� Hence there is an extension
"h� � �	

g � D� � S� of h�� and by making use of this we can extend
the non�zero section over each ��cell 
�� Clearly we can continue the
above argument over any k�cell �k � �� so that we eventually obtain the
required non�zero section of �jE� � This induces our trivialization tX of
� over E�� Since the above non�zero section of � is constant along the
second factor of �E�  �D��M � the latter statement of the Proposition
is obvious� This completes the proof� q�e�d�

Let � � E � M be a Kg���bundle and let tX be the framing of �
over E� as above� If the base space M is a closed oriented manifold of
dimension �i� � �so that dimE  �i� ��� then we can de�ne a rational
number ��� � Q as follows� The de�nition is given by generalizing that
of the Hirzebruch�s signature defect to the context of partially framed
��i� ���manifold �E� tX��

First observe that all the Stiefel�Whitney numbers of the manifold
E is zero so that we can choose a compact oriented �i�manifold W such
that �W  E� Clearly we have TW jE  TE 	 �  ���TM� 	 � 	 ��
In view of Proposition ���� the framing tX of � over E� together with
the unique trivialization of ����g 	 � �cf� the argument after Theorem
���� induces a canonical framing of the bundle � 	 �� which we denote
also by tX � Now choose any connection on TM � Then the pull back of
this connection to ���TM� together with the �at connection on � 	 �

corresponding to the framing tX above de�nes a connection on TW jE�
Extend this connection to the whole of W � Now let Li  Li�p�� � � � � pi�
be Hirzebruch�s i�th L�polynomial �	��
�� Then we can de�ne the relative
Li�number Li�TW � tX� with respect to the framing tX on the boundary
by

Li�TW � tX� 

Z
W

Li�TW ��

Here Li�TW � denotes the top form on W corresponding to the charac�
teristic class Li with respect to the connection on TW de�ned above�
Now we set

���  Li�TW � tX�� signW�

and call it the signature defect of the Kg���bundle � � E �M �

Proposition 	��� The above de�nition of the signature defect of
a Kg���bundle � � E � M is well de�ned� Namely it is independent of
the choices of connections on TM and also of the manifold W such that
�W  E�
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Proof� The proof can be given almost in the same way as the case of
usual signature defect� It is enough tomention only the fact that any two
connections on TM can be connected by a path of connections and that
the possible error term� which is an integral over E�I corresponding to
the di�erence of two connections on TM � vanishes because of the trivial
dimension reasons� This completes the proof� q�e�d�

Next we show that our generalized signature defect of Kg���bundles
is a bordism invariant� More precisely we have

Proposition 	��� If two Kg���bundles �k � Ek �Mk �k  �� �� over
closed oriented ��i� ���dimensional manifolds Mk are bordant� namely
if they de�ne the same element of #�i���Kg���� then their generalized
signature defects coincide� ��	�  ����� It follows that the signature
defect de�nes a homomorphism

i � #�i���Kg��� �� Q�

Proof� By the assumption that the two Kg���bundles �	 and ��
are bordant� there exists a Kg���bundle "� � eE � fM such that �i� �fM
 M� �M	 and "�j

� eE
 �� � �	 and �ii� the identi�cation of the �breeE�q� of "� over the base point "q	 � fM induces those on the boundary�

Let "� be the tangent bundle along the �bres of "�� It is easy to see that
the framing tX given on the boundary can be extended to a framing "tX
of "� over eE�� Also any connections on TMk can be extended to one on
TfM � These induce a connection on T eE� But it is easy to see that the
corresponding Li�form on eE vanishes identically� We know also that
sign eE  � because the holonomy of this �g�bundle is contained in Kg���
The required assertion follows from these facts easily� q�e�d�

Next we show that the signature defect of Kg���bundles is invariant
under the natural action of the mapping class group� Namely we have

Proposition 	��� The value of the signature defect of Kg���bundles
is independent of the choice of the non�singular vector �eld X on �	

g�
Hence the homomorphism i � #�i���Kg���� Q isMg���invariant where
the mapping class group Mg�� acts on #��Kg��� naturally�

Proof� Let � � E � M be a Kg���bundle over a closed oriented
��i����dimensional manifold M � We have the partial framing tX of TE
corresponding to the non�singular vector �eld X � Namely it is a framing
of the bundle �	�� Now let Y be another non�singular vector �eld on �	

g
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and let tY be the associated partial framing� Now consider the product
bundle � � I � E � I � M � I � Choose any connection on TM � Since
there is a canonical isomorphism T �E � I�  ���TM�	 � 	 �� ����� we
can consider the relative Li�number Li�T �E � I�� tY � tX�� We claim
that this number vanishes� To show this� it is enough to prove that with
respect to the framings tX and tY of �	� on the boundary of E�I � the
relative p� of the bundle � 	 �� ���� is zero� Let us denote this relative
class by p���	�� ����� tY �tX � � H��E�I� E��I �Q�� Now we have also
the relative Euler class � � H��E�I� �E��I���D��M �I��Z� of the
bundle � ��� with respect to the framings tX and tY of �jE�� Let us use
the same symbol � for the pull back of the above class to H��E�I� E�
�I �Z� which is isomorphic to H��E�Z� 	 �H��E�Z� � H��I� �I �Z���
But clearly the restriction of � to E is zero so that we can consider
� � H��E�Z�� H��I� �I �Z�� Hence p��� 	 �� ����� tY � tX�  ��  �
as required� Thus we have proved that the relative Li�number of � � I
vanishes� We also have the trivial fact that signE�I  �� It is now easy
to deduce the required result from these two facts� The latter statement
of the proposition is clear because the action of Mg�� on a Kg���bundle
is simply given by a change of the identi�cation of the �bre over the
base point with �g so that its e�ect on the signature defect reduces to
the change of the non�singular vector �eld� This completes the proof�

q�e�d�

As another general property of the homomorphisms i� we prove
that they are stable with respect to the genus� More precisely we have

Proposition 	��� Let i � Kg�� � Kg
��� be the homomorphism
induced from the natural embedding �	

g � �	
g
�� Then the following

diagram is commutative

#�i���Kg���
	i���� Q

i�

��y 



#�i���Kg
����

	i���� Q�

Proof� Let � � E � M be a Kg���bundle over a closed oriented
��i����dimensional manifold M and let u � #�i���Kg��� be its bordism
class� As before we set E�  E n IntD��M where D��M is considered
as a natural submanifold of E� Let T	  T n IntD� be the ��torus
with a hole� If we de�ne �E to be the manifold obtained by glueing
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E� and T	 � M along their boundaries� then the natural projection
�� � �E �M admits a structure of a Kg
����bundle� and its bordism class
in #�i���Kg
���� is nothing but the element i��u�� Now let X be a non�
singular vector �eld on �	

g and extend it to obtain a non�singular vector

�eld �X on �	
g
�� Then we have partial framings tX and t X of the tangent

bundles along the �bres of E and �E respectively� Choose a compact
oriented �i�dimensional manifold W such that �W  E� Let �T be the
solid torus and let D� � � �T be an embedded disc so that � �T n IntD�

 T	� If we de�ne �W to be the manifold obtained by attaching �T �M

to W along the  common! D� � M �� �� �T � M�� E�� then clearly
we have � �W  �E� Now it is easy to see that sign �W  signW and
Li�T �W � t X�  Li�TW � tX�� Hence i�i��u��  i�u�� This completes
the proof� q�e�d�

Now we consider the value of the homomorphism

i � #�i���Kg��� �� Q

on the  decomposable! partX
p
q��i���q�	

Hp�Kg���Q�� #q � #�i���Kg����Q�

First it can be easily checked that the homomorphism

� � #��Kg���  H��Kg���� Q

coincides with the invariant �
�d � Kg�� � Q� Let us write

d� � H��Kg���Q�

for �  �
�d� Next consider the case of i  �� Let � � E � S� be a

Kg���bundle over S� and let N be a closed oriented ��manifold� We can
consider the product �� � E �N � S� �N as an element of

H��Kg���Q�� #� � #��Kg����Q�

so that we can consider the value ����� � Q� We claim that

�����  d����L�	N 
�

where L�	N 
 denotes the L��number of the ��manifold N � To prove
this� choose a compact oriented ��manifold W such that �W  E�
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Then clearly ��W �N�  E �N � Now we compute

����� L��W �N � "tX�� sign�W �N�

L��W � tX�L�	N 
� signW signN

�L��W � tX�� signW �L�	N 


d����L�	N 
�

where tX is the partial framing on TE� �tX denotes the induced partial
framing on T �E � N� and we have used the fact that L�	N 
  signN
which is a consequence of the Hirzebruch�s signature theorem� Now we
consider the formal product d�L� as a generalized Pontrjagin number for
the bordism group of Kg��� Namely for any Kg���bundle � � F �M over
a closed oriented ��manifold M � we set d�L���� � 	M 
� d����L��M� �
where d���� � H��M �Q� is the d��class of the bundle �� In view of the
well known general theory �cf� 	�
�� this number induces a homomor�
phism

d�L� � #��Kg��� �� Q�

In terms of this notation� it is easy to see that

d�L�����  d����L�	N 
�

Set

d�  � � d�L� � #��Kg��� �� Q�

Then the above computation shows that d� is trivial on the decompos�
able summand

H��Kg���Q�� #� � #��Kg����Q�

Hence we can consider d� as an element of H��Kg���Q� by Proposition
����

Now we consider the homomorphism i � #�i���Kg��� � Q for gen�
eral i� Let � � E �M be a Kg���bundle over a closed oriented ��j� ���
dimensional manifold M �j � i� and let N be a closed oriented ��i� j��
dimensional manifold� Let �� � E � N � M � N be the product of
� with N � Then almost the same proof as before implies the equality
i����  j���Li�j 	N 
 where we use the Hirzebruch�s signature theorem
	��
 Li�j 	N 
  signN in its full generality� Motivated by this� we set

di  i � di��L� � di��L� � � � � � d�Li�� � #�i���Kg��� �� Q�
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where djLk stands for the generalized Pontrjagin number corresponding
to the formal product djLk� Namely for a general Kg���bundle � �
F � Z over a closed oriented ��j��k� ���dimensional manifold Z� we
de�ne djLk��� � 	Z
� ���dj�Lk�Z� � where � � ���Z� � Kg�� is the
holonomy homomorphism� and we understand ���dj� as an element of
H�j���Z�Q�� Then an easy inductive argument shows that di is trivial
on the decomposable summandX

p
q��i���q�	

Hp�Kg���Q�� #q � #�i���Kg����Q�

Hence we can conclude that di is an element ofH�i���Kg���Q� by Propo�
sition ���� In view of Proposition ��� and Proposition ���� we have
established�

Theorem 	�	� The generalized signature defect for Kg���bundles
de�nes a series of characteristic classes

di � H�i���Kg���Q�Mg�� �i  �� �� � � ���

which are Mg���invariant and stable with respect to the genus g�

We call these cohomology classes the secondary characteristic classes
of surface bundles�


� Concluding remark

In this paper� we have formulated our results mainly at the level
of the mapping class group Mg�� of �g relative to an embedded disc
D� � �g and its subgroup Kg��� However we expect that our results
should descend to the level of the usual mapping class groups Mg�Kg�
For example� we already have a formula for an explicit group ��cocycle of
Mg which is closely related to the intersection cocycle and represents the
class e� � H��Mg� �see 	��
�� The problem is that it is a rational cocycle
rather than an integral one so that the associated mapping �d �Mg � Q�
which is an analogue of the invariant d forMg��� is also rational valued�
It would be interesting if one could give a geometrical interpretation to
this invariant�

If we restrict �d to the subgroup Kg� then we obtain a homomorphism
�d � Kg � Q which isMg�invariant� In fact we know that it is a generator
of the group H��Kg�Q�Mg which is one dimensional �see 	��
�� Thus�
after an appropriate adjustment� the secondary class d� � H��Kg���Q�
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does descend to the one on the usual mapping class group� It seems to
be very likely that higher secondary classes di�i � �� also descend to
cohomology classes of Kg�
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